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About This Game

A new breed of WARRIOR returns, committed to destroying the enemies of FREEDOM
When ONE angry man, has a world to protect - There is only ONE future – HIS OWN

No-nonsense hero Marlow never shied away from danger or trouble. But now he faces his ULTIMATE challenge. After crash-
landing in Central America, he has an industrial evil to defeat whilst bound to an ancient Mayan Death Mask who’s had no-one

to talk to for 2000 years. Another day at the office only this time Marlow is PUSHED TO THE LIMIT , his sweetheart has been
abducted, the bad guys are making up their own rules and only one man can judge them – and EXECUTE THE SENTENCE .

Fearlessly fighting through Mayan temples and towering valleys, monstrous machinery, nothing, but nothing, will stand in the
way of this bad ass warrior, his girl and the crushing of all opposition.

They told him to go to HELL, he was DEAD ready!!!

With cliffhanger over the top action and cinematic gameplay, Marlow Briggs takes inspiration from the best of blockbuster
films, comic book heroes, and action games with its focus on relentless high-octane combat, exotic and danger filled

environments and epic set pieces.

•Fight the enemies of FREEDOM with stacks of awesome combos and magic abilities,
•Single handedly destroy HUNDREDS of enemies

•Deploy MIGHTY weapons of destruction
•Leap out of HUGE EXPLOSIONS in slow motion
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•Reveal the DEADLY secrets of the Mayans
•Save the ENTIRE planet
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Title: Marlow Briggs and the Mask of Death
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Zootfly
Publisher:
505 Games
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2013

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7

Processor: 2ghz dual core CPU

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 4000 Series and up / NVIDIA GeForce 8 Series and up - excluding mobile variants

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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The moment I booted up the game, I could tell... This is an incredibly less polished sci-fi version of Battle Brothers. And for a
game of this genre, If you try to see if it gets good or not along the way, you are out of refund time. If you really, really like the
theme, go for it. Otherwise, if you enjoy the genre, Battle Brothers is better.. - Cash grab. This one is a hard thumbs-down to
give, because this is not a bad game (in fact, it's a good one). My main argument against this one is, being a sequel to the
original, all you're really getting that's new is one playable character and maybe a minor gameplay tweak or two. So you can pay
$5 for a good bargain-bin-priced fighting game or pay $20 for the same game with one additional playable character. While I
like the game so far and on its own merits it's good, the fact that it's a sequel that is 99% like the first one-and costs 2-3 times as
much-is why I go thumbs down, It's a good game and offers plenty of good anime-style fanservice, but because of the original I
can't recommend this one over the first game. If, however, you can somehow get this on a sale\/promotion for $10 or less
(normally it's $20), then go for it.. Being a cruiser\/Battleship player, hate destroyers 'cause I'm terrible with them,. but murder
on the cruise and battleship..lol I've had fun with this ship. it is low on HP but fun to play with and I've not had too much trouble
with it's fragile nature. smooth rise he's a good little ship for the collection.. First and foremost I will say this: "Dear Red" had
something going for it. it definitely had some potential to be a great game--look at the title art, it's amazing!

But... that potential was utterly wasted. This game isn't the worst thing ever but boy, is it bad. I played through the game about 7
times trying to see if I could understand what on earth the story behind everything was but I couldn't. And according to the
description of this game, "Each of your choices will lead to a different result."

This is a bold-faced lie.

You can say either tell the truth or lie in certain situations and all it'll get you is maybe a bit of extra dialogue--you'll get the
same ending. I may also add that my fastest run of this game took me not thirty minutes, not ten minutes, not even FIVE
minutes. It took me a solid minute or less to get to some of these endings. There's virtually no objects with which to interact in
order to trigger something, and those that do it'll just lead you straight to an ending. The game keeps trying to draw you in with,
"Well, Red's father and the murderer knew each other!" and "oh well there's more to it than meets the eye~! hurrhurrhurr" but if
there is then the game should have A. Been much longer, B. Not just ended after you make a choice not even thirty seconds into
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the game, and C. NOT BEEN RELEASED. I mean, honestly, if this game was just something someone made to practice
different endings in RPG maker, then I would understand! But it's not; this is an actual game that someone is selling and that I
paid money for. I hope to god that this is just some kind of early release and that the game will have more content and updates
in the future, but something tells me that aint going to happen.

Overall: don't buy this game unless there's been some kind of huge update.. 7 planes out of 10 planes. I bought this purely from
the image when scrolling through games to buy, who doesn't like chameleons and thieving?
Overall an enjoyable game if a little easy, with nice animation and simple controls I'd recommend it.
Here's hoping for another with more options in play & story (the last level really got me!!). A classic from the olden days of
strategy, a great game for singleplayer and multiplayer alike! For those who are wondering how to fix the game and run
multiplayer, the game is so old it requires Games for Windows Live to run it. This game still has a small but committed
community of great players, with plenty of mods if needed. The game balance itself is a bit odd requiring you to complete the
campaigns to unlock "Special units" for multiplayer, such as the Iowa class battleship, or even the infamous MXY-7 Ohka
rocket powered suicide plane!

The link below will download the installer for GWFL, it will not cause any changes to your PC and is from Microsoft
themselves. Think of it like Steam but for really old games, it can accessed through the in-game overlay.
https:\/\/go.microsoft.com\/fwlink\/?LinkID=201134

In conclusion, this game is a fun nostalgic experience and when on sale for only 1 dollar is a great game to get!. Legit Game for
the Price!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=yVa4Eq2aBP0. An absolute masterpiece, highly tactical and somewhat difficult. Takes
time and patience. Much about trial and errors.
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I bought it to support the devs I swear.. Chicken Invaders <3

THX InterAction studios. i personally played it back when gamespy was still a thing and multiplayer missions were awesome,
multiplayer to me was where most of the fun was at.

from meeting new people to learning new tricks and then chicken hunt which was a game of whichever team gets to haul the
most chickens back to the truck wins while a OP redneck with a shotgun guarding his farm like a madman, it usually took alot
of effort to kill him alone and when 2 teams meet at that farm with the crazy bastard it usually was total chaos with the entire
place burning down.

other than that mp missions could take hours to complete and got really epic at times making me feel like i was part in a ww2
movie where a band of mad idiots grabbed whatever they could find to survive, we litterally used damaged tanks, machineguns
we captured, artillery pieces, enemy weapons, enemy suplies and other stuff to keep on fighting, we even revived eachother as it
was essential to have everyone fight and there usually wasn't a signle asshat that ruined it for everyone, the missions to this day i
miss and wish men of war returned to doing as it legitly was tons of fun.

honestly you missed out on these things if you hadn't played back then and you can't even find this stuff back in the men of war
series, if you do wish to have somewhat the experience of faces of war then buy men of war assault squad 2

faces of war leaves good memories with me and i enjoyed the living hell out of this game and that was waaay before i got the
steam copy cuz othewise i would have atleast 400hours on record.

sadly i must review this game for what it is now and not for what it was..
i can't quite recommend anyone to buy it anymore now gamespy is gone and multiplayer is dead
it hurts me to press the thumb down on this one but i honestly experienced first hand what the game is like without multiplayer
and i figured i leave this game in my library as a collection piece and as a way to remember the good old days.

i WILL thumb it back up tho if someone ever fixes the multiplayer portion as that would likely bring back alot of fun! (given
that the community also makes a comeback). Quick game, good concept and I look forward to more puzzles & spells. Initial
room is laggy, and game doesn't like to quit without killing the process on my machine, but the core game is fun. +1. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=9Ry6cEUbgq0. One of the best puzzle games I ve ever playied,I can imagine it get
tougher but if you dont mind the difficulty you will have so much fun wrecking your brain :) .. It\u2019s very simple, what I
think of this game?

Relaxing, Very Addictive, Enjoyable, Fun, Entertaining, Freaking Awesome, Intense Action, Great War Strategies, Good
Multiplayer.

It does not have any voice acting that\u2019s the only down side of this otherwise all is good.

I do recommend it to all, Rating it 8\/10 good game to relax too.

Watch my gameplay to see how everything works:

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Aq9H6rWAyds
. Ok, bought the game shortly after release for 29.90\u20ac even though it's quite pricey. And I'm sad to say that I cannot
recommend this title without a significant reduction of the selling price.

The main reason for that is that it is way too short for that price. I finished the game by solving what appears to be all puzzles in
about 6.5 hours. At least the game told me that I had finished it, there was no real prior indication that entering that final door
would be my last action in the game.

Which brings me to my next negative. The game has no story whatsoever. You're basically just stranded on an island and follow
the linear path of puzzles which, at times, can be tedious because you're left without any real indication as to how to solve these
puzzles. Having said that, there are great games (at a lower price) out there that have the same basic approach, first and foremost
The Witness (go and play that if you haven't yet!). But these titles try and drag you in with a backstory or some final goal that
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you have to achieve. There is no such special interest in this game. Once you solved a puzzle, you pass on to the next one.

Now, all of that isn't to say that the game is really bad. As a logical puzzle experience it does quite ok. Trying to figure out what
to do can be rewarding at times and the basic puzzle ideas are actually quite ok most of the times. But unfortunately the
puzzleing experience is often impeded by the tedious puzzle mechanics. I seems that this title has been developed with a VR
extension in mind. At least the VR software is triggered when I start the game even though the store page doesn't mention VR.

Anyhow, most of the puzzles require you to carry around cubes or other items and place them in a particualr fashion. Which
brings me to the physics elements of the puzzles which are not really my cup of tea. I do think that the physics make the puzzles
harder to solve than necessary, or at least they take away from the fun of solving the puzzles because it can be a pain in
the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to get items where you want them to be.

So, in short do NOT buy this game unless
- you like physics-based logical puzzles so much that you are willing to spend any amount of cash, or
- the price has been reduced significantly (I'd say up to 10\u20ac is fair).. Easy to play, hard to master ;)
Don't be deceived, because this game is really difficult to pass!
Full retro, brillant design and 'that' feeling while playing - BRAVO! :). For 2,99 \u20ac this indie game is good (waiting for next
two episodes).
I was not expecting anything special so I was pleasently suprised how the storyline and melancholic music kept me playing the
game.
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